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The Wales TUC is the voice of Wales at work. With 48 member unions, the Wales TUC represents around 400,000 workers. We campaign for a fair deal at work and for social justice at home and abroad. 
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A snapshot of workers in Wales’ understanding and experience of AI




















In this report, we give a snapshot insight into workers in Wales’ current experience of AI. This is intended to inform the union response to AI, and future actions by the Welsh Government and wider partners.
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New learning opportunities website




















If you want to learn something new or improve your career prospects, take a look at unionlearning.wales.
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Future of Work and Devolution in Wales Report: Workers need change




















An independent report on the Future of Work and Devolution in Wales by Professor Jean Jenkins of Cardiff Business School has been published today by the Wales TUC.
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Courses for trade union reps in Wales




















2023 - 2024 courses for reps timetable is now available.
Whether you're an experienced rep who wants to update your knowledge and skills or are you considering becoming a rep for the first time we have the course you'll need.
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Unions and the World of Work




















Find out how you can help young people learn about the role of unions and their rights when they start work.
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New learning opportunities website 



If you want to learn something new or improve your career prospects, take a look at unionlearning.wales.
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A trade union bargaining guide on resource efficiency



This guide is aimed at trade union green or environmental reps and other trade union representatives who want to work with employers and members to reduce the environmental impact of their organisatio
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A snapshot of workers in Wales’ understanding and experience of AI



In this report, we give a snapshot insight into workers in Wales’ current experience of AI. This is intended to inform the union response to AI, and future actions by the Welsh Government and wider 
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See all reports



See all news





















Join a union


















Wales TUC Cymru



3rd Floor

Unite Building

1 Cathedral Road

Cardiff CF11 9SD



T. 029 2034 7010

E. wtuc@tuc.org.uk









Stay in touch



Stay up to date with TUC Wales news, reports and latest information. Join our mailing list
 


	

Sign up 















Join us on social media
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